
Author Title
Copenhaver, Brian P. The book of magic : from antiquity to the Enlightenment 

Penman, Jim (Social theorist) Biohistory : decline and fall of the West 

Kelly, Matthew Resisting happiness

Taylor, Kenneth Nathaniel. The living Bible, paraphrased.

Green, David, 1941 November 13- Giving it all away . . . and getting it all back again : the way of living generously

A complete guide to special effects makeup 

Forrest, A. J. (Alfred J.) Bowling for dummies / by A.J. Forrest and Lisa Iannucci.

Frazier, Matt The no meat athlete cookbook : whole food, plant-based recipes 

Cabot, Heather Geek girl rising : inside the sisterhood shaking up tech 

Isbouts, Jean-Pierre Young Leonardo : the evolution of a revolutionary artist, 1472-1499 

Lashinsky, Adam Wild ride : inside Uber's quest for world domination 

Dodson, Angela P. Remember the ladies : celebrating those who fought for freedom at the ballot box

Sidibe, Gabourey This is Just My Face : try not to stare / Gabourey Sidibe.

Cassidy, Kyle, photographer. This is what a librarian looks like : a celebration of libraries, communities

Trump, Ivanka, 1981 Women who work : rewriting the rules for success / Ivanka Trump.

Ohler, Norman Blitzed : drugs in the Third Reich

Schmidt, Shannon McKenna, 1971 Novel destinations : a travel guide to literary landmarks from Jane Austen's 

White, Ryan (Journalist) Jimmy Buffett : a good life all the way / by Ryan White

Morgan, Jason (paratrooper) A dog called hope : a wounded warrior and the service dog who saved him 

Graham, Ashley A new model : what confidence, beauty, and power really look like 

Smith, Lee, 1944 Dimestore : a writer's life / Lee Smith.

Halson, Penrose The Marriage Bureau : the true story of how two matchmakers arranged love in 

Abraham, Nikhil Coding all-in-one / by Nikhil Abraham [and 7 others].

Stephens-Davidowitz, Seth Everybody lies : big data, new data, and what the Internet can tell us about who we really are 

Stark, Rodney Why God? : explaining religious phenomena / Rodney Stark.

Hampton, Dan The flight : Charles Lindbergh's daring and immortal 1927 transatlantic crossing 

Graff, Garrett M., 1981 Raven Rock : the story of the U.S. Government's secret plan to save itself-while the rest of us die

Kelly, Helena, 1981 Jane Austen, the secret radical / Helena Kelly.

Berger, Lee R Almost human : the astonishing tale of homo naledi and the discovery that changed our human story

Bloomberg, Michael Climate of hope : how cities, businesses, and citizens can save the planet

Pegues, Jeff, 1970 Black and blue : inside the divide between the police and Black America

Kushner, David, 1968 Rise of the dungeon master : Gary Gygax and the creation of D&D 
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Rees, Laurence, 1957 The Holocaust : a new history / Laurence Rees

Hogan, Shanna The crime book / Big Ideas Simply Explained Foreword by Cath Scott ; contributors, Shanna Hogan

Casella, Peggy Paul The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles pizza cookbook 

Cohen, Harlan, 1973 The naked roommate : for parents only : a parent's guide to the new college experience

Swirsky, Seth 21 ways to a happier depression : a creative guide to getting unstuck from anxiety, setbacks, and stress

Alborzian, Cameron The yogi code : seven universal laws of infinite success / Yogi Cameron.

Petersen, Andrea On edge : a journey through anxiety / Andrea Petersen.

Berkin, Carol A sovereign people : the crises of the 1790s and the birth of American nationalism 

Aitken, Andrew Beyond the breakup / Andrew Aitken.

Koch, Neal A Do-it-yourself dulcimer building, start to finish : a modern hammered dulcimer design

Anthology of Appalachian writers.

Anthology of Appalachian writers.

Tambor, Jeffrey, 1944 Are you anybody? : a memoir / Jeffrey Tambor ; illustrations by Ben Barnes.

Blume, Lesley M. M Everybody behaves badly : the true story behind Hemingway's masterpiece The sun also rises

Prum, Richard O. The evolution of beauty : how Darwin's forgotten theory of mate choice shapes the natural world-- and us

Peterson, Brenda, 1950 Wolf nation : the life, death, and return of wild American wolves / Brenda Peterson.

Hjardar, Kim Vikings at war / Kim Hjardar and Vegard Vike.

Graham, Joanna The inconceivable truth / Joanna Graham.

Love letters of great men : [from Beethoven to Bonaparte, and beyond].

Winslow, Jacqueline Infertility stinks / Jacqueline Winslow.

Design, make, play : growing the next generation of STEM innovators 

Judis, John B. The populist explosion : how the great recession transformed American and European politics

Kelly, Rachel Walking on sunshine : 52 small steps to happiness / Rachel Kelly ; with illustrations by Jonathan Pugh.

Winfrey, Oprah Own it : Oprah Winfrey in her own words / edited by Anjali Becker and Jeanne Engelmann.

Willoughby, Jean Nature's remedies : an illustrated guide to healing herbs / Jean Willoughby ; illustrations by Katie Shelly.

Forrest, Ali Anchored in hope / Ali Forrest.

Gainer, Patrick W. Witches, ghosts and signs : folklore of the southern Appalachians 

Keenan, Jillian Sex with Shakespeare : here's much to do with pain, but more with love / Jillian Keenan.

Cassidy, Cody, illustrator. And then you're dead : what really happens if you get swallowed by a whale, are shot 

Murray, Stuart, 1948 Vietnam War / written by Stuart Murray.

Lowry, Erin Broke millennial : stop scraping by and get your financial life together / Erin Lowry.

Manning, Robert E., 1946 Walks of a lifetime : extraordinary hikes from around the world / Robert and Martha Manning.

Chamberlain, Libby (EDT) Pantsuit nation / edited by Libby Chamberlain.

Gardner, Kevin Stone building : how to make New England-style walls and other structures / Kevin Gardner.



Bader, John B. Dean's list : ten strategies for college success / John Bader.

Kakalios, James, 1958 The physics of everyday things : the extraordinary science of an ordinary day / James Kakalios.

Onstad, Katrina The weekend effect : the life-changing benefits of taking time off and challenging the cult of overwork 

Esolen, Anthony M. Ten ways to destroy the imagination of your child / Anthony Esolen.

Cohen, Joel H How to lose a marathon : a starter's guide to finishing in 26.2 chapters / Joel H. Cohen.

Zerner, Amy Signs & seasons : an astrology cookbook / Amy Zerner and Monte Farber with chef John Okas 

Gettleman, Jeffrey, 1971 Love, Africa : a memoir of romance, love, and survival / Jeffrey Gettleman.

Runkel, Hal Edward Choose your own adulthood : a small book about the small choices that make the biggest difference 

Garborg, Carol When will it be Christmas? : 25 stories and family activities for Advent / by Carol Garborg.

Selk, Jason Organize tomorrow today : 8 ways to retrain your mind to optimize performance at work and in life 

Cann, Candi K. Virtual afterlives : grieving the dead in the twenty-first century / Candi K. Cann.

Jenkins, Steve, 1982 Esther the wonder pig : changing the world one heart at a time 

Sedaris, David Theft by finding : diaries (1977-2002) / David Sedaris.

Allison, Graham T. Destined for war : can America and China escape Thucydides's trap? / Graham Allison.

McMeekin, Sean, 1974 The Russian Revolution : a new history / Sean McMeekin.

Donovan, Tristan It's all a game : the history of board games from Monopoly to settlers of Catan / Tristan Donovan.

Franken, Al Al Franken, giant of the Senate / by Al Franken.

Saini, Angela, 1980 Inferior : how science got women wrong and the new research that's rewriting the story / Angela Saini.


